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• 410 ppm CO2

• higher mean temperatures

• more extreme events

• infrequent rain fall

• severe droughts

• temperature records

• dryer soils

• lower ground water levels

• water stress

• limited cooling through 

evapo-transpiration

• discoloration / defoliation

• mortality

• competition of better adapted species

Trends

Climate (Change) Forest health

Blunden and Arndt (2019), IPCC (2013),  Scharnweber et al. (2011) 3

Forests especially suffer during lasting heatwaves 

without precipitation, which occur more frequent lately.



Forest Health from Remote Sensing

Spectral Traits
• Phenology

• Biomass and productivity

• Damage and disturbance

• Leaf size/form/area/angle

• Plant height/age/

growth form/crown size

• Vegetation density/extent/

heterogeneity/ diversity

• etc.

gvwire.com

Discoloration + Defoliation

Lausch et al. (2016) 4

…indicate declining forest health and are 

detectable in multispectral RS data

Advantages over in-situ: 

dramatic cost reduction for large spatial coverage 

and high temporal observation frequency

= plant properties detectable 

in optical RS imagery



1. At which spatial scale (pixel size) can dead trees be detected 

among live trees in remote sensing imagery?

2. Which satellite sensor is most suitable for the estimation?

Research questions
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Methods and Data

Method

Data set
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The study area lies in a pine and spruce 

dominated mixed forest near Bayreuth,

northern Bavaria.

Two versions of

each satellite data 

set were used: 

1. All available bands

2. RGBNIR subsets

Aim: derive fraction of 

dead trees per pixel



Aerial Imagery

Acquisition September 20th, 2019

RGB image – 17cm resolution
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First, we used a strong hexa-copter 

UAV, which was not capable of 

covering the study area (~12 km²)

The small aircraft covered the 

area within one hour, but 

created huge data gaps as it was 

hard to stick to exact flight paths



Satellite Imagery

7 bands: UV RGB NIR SWIR

10 bands: UV RGB NIR RE SWIR

5 bands: RGB NIR RE

4 bands: RGB NIR

10 meters

30 meters 5 meters

3 meters
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RS data sets to predict 

fractional cover of dead trees



Aerial vs. Satellite Imagery

Landsat 8 Landsat 8Sentinel-2 Sentinel-2

RapidEye
PlanetScope

RapidEye
PlanetScope

RGB
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Dead trees cannot 

be visually detected 

in any satellite

RGB image (left) or 

NDVI data (right)… 

… but they can be well

distinguished in 17cm

aerial imagery



Results: Land Cover Classification

Resolution Accuracy

17 cm 90.11 %

50 cm 89.58 %
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Degrading aerial imagery 

resolution to 50 cm only marginally

decreased overall accuracy.

Land cover was derived using a 

Forward Feature Selection method 

with a Random Forests classifier.



Results: Fractional Cover Dead Trees

Landsat 8 [4]

Sentinel-2 [4]

RapidEye [4]

PlanetScope [4]

Landsat 8 [7]

Sentinel-2 [10]

RapidEye [5]
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Fractional cover dead trees 

for entire study area

Low occurrence of dead trees bares 

challenge for random sampling 

process and hence model training



Results: Fractional Cover Dead Trees
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Each model was trained with 

100 different random points

Model performance differed 

dramatically between model runs 
→ variations introduced by 

random sampling of training data

Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 showed 

the best results, proving that 

suitable training data can lead to 

good model results

Additional bands 

generally improved 

predictions

RapidEye performed 

surprisingly poor

PlanetScope could not 

outperform coarser Landsat 

& Sentinel despite its high 

spatial resolution (3m)

100 fCover Model Runs



Results: Fractional Cover Dead Trees
Examples

1. single dead trees, dispersed

Landsat 8 [4]

Sentinel-2 [4]

RapidEye [4] PlanetScope [4]

Landsat 8 [7]

Sentinel-2 [10]

RapidEye [5]
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Few single pixels seem to

respond to the

underlying dead trees…

…many more, however, 

are false positives.

Single dead trees are very 

hard to detect in satellite 

data, even in 3 m 

PlanetScope imagery

RapidEye mainly responds to 

shadow, not dead trees

Single dead trees can be 

observed in aerial 

imager and resulting 

land cover classification



2. smalll agglomeration of dead trees

Landsat 8 [4]

Sentinel-2 [4]

RapidEye [4] PlanetScope [4]

Landsat 8 [7]

Sentinel-2 [10]

RapidEye [5]
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Results: Fractional Cover Dead Trees
Examples

Small groups of dead trees 

send a stronger 

reflectance signal and can 

be detected better

Overall, fractional cover 

values are far too low 

(compare fig. d) 

Such groups of dead trees 

are easy to detect in high-

resolution data



3. large, coherent area with dead biomass

Landsat 8 [4]

Sentinel-2 [4]

RapidEye [4] PlanetScope [4]

Landsat 8 [7]

Sentinel-2 [10]

RapidEye [5]
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Results: Fractional Cover Dead Trees
Examples

This is a harvest patch…

…falsely classified as 

dead trees

For larger areas of dead 

trees (even if resulting from 

a classification error) the 

model responds rather well,

Even coarse Landsat 8 data 

can reproduce the patch

Sentinel-2, RapidEye and 

PlanetScope can well distinguish 

the edges of the patch



Conclusion

• Random sampling is not suitable for such few occurrences of dead trees

→ Stratified sampling approach?

• Fractional cover of dead trees can be estimated if training data is representative

• In this light: difficult to answer research questions

→ Additional spectral information improve results

→ Sentinel-2: good combination of spatial and spectral detail
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1
32

Sentinel-2
Landsat 8

PlanetScope

R² of 0.5 was 

already reached

with this aapproach

Performance metrics state Sentinel-2 

performed slighty better, considering 

these conditions
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Source: Richard Semmler (@rennsemmler) via Twitter -
Jul 12, 2019

Thank you for stopping by! 
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